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Abstract

Using data obtained by upgraded SPHINX spectrom-
eter at IHEP accelerator the preliminary results on the
reaction p + N -> [S°K+] + N at the energy of 70 GeV
are presented. The existence of state X(2000) observed in
our previous data is confirmed with the increased statistic
for this state by a (actor of ~ 5. We also observed radia-
tive decay of A(1520) -+ A + 7. The significant increase
of statistics for many diffractive production reactions will
allow to study them in great detail.

The cryptoexotic pentaquark baryons B+ with hidden strangeness
{B4, = \qqqss~ >, here q = «,rf quarks) could not exhibit ex-
otic quantum numbers and their "cryptoexotic" nature of inter-
nal valence quark structure can be established only indirectly, by
studying of their dynamic properties which can be quite differ-
ent from those for ordinary \qqq >baryons (see [1,2] for more
details). Extensive studies of the diffractive baryon production
and search for these cryptoexotic pentaquark baryons are being
carried out by the SPHINX Collaboration at IHEP accelerator



providing the proton beam with the energy Ep = 70 GeV and
_ T i l lC! T*kT»/*fclT*»O n

spill
intensity / ~ (2 - 3) • 106E^jjp. This program was described in
detail in reviews [1,2].
The most interesting information was obtained in the study of the
reaction

p + N{C) -> \E°K+] + N{C) (1)

(here C corresponds to the coherent reaction on carbon nuclei).
These studies resulted in the observation of two new baryonic
states [3]:

a) the state X(2000)+-+£°i<:+

M = 1989 ± 6 MeV and T = 91 ± 20 MeV;
o\p + 7V->X(2OOO)+ + N] • BR[X{2000)+->i:0K+] =

9 5 ±20^^(asS}iminS ^ a ^ 3 , C n u c l e O M = 5.24) (2)
a\p + C^X(2000)+ + Coherent • BR[X (2000)+^S°i(r+] =

260 ± 60 nb/C nuclei (3)

b) the state ATClSlOj+^E0^"1-
M = 1807± 7 MeV and T = 62 ± 19 MeV.
a\p + C->A-(1810)+ + C]P2<omGeV3 • BR[X(lS10)+-^i:0K+]

215 ± 44 nb (4)

Two unusual properties of X(2000) state were found:
• Anomalously large branching ratios for decay channels with

strange particle emission. At the same time for ordinary
isobars these branching ratios equal to a few percents.

• Small enough decay width of heavy X(2000) state. For well
established isobars in this mass region F > 300 — 400 MeV.

To explain the production of X(1810) state only at a very small
Pr, the hypothesis of the electromagnetic production of this state
in the Coulomb field of carbon nucleus was proposed [4] and it
seems to be in no contradiction with the experimental data.
In 1966 -T-1999 years new data (about 109 triggers) had been ob-
tained. Some preliminary distributions are presented in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2
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Figure 1: a) M(pir-) for p + N -> (A + Jf+
b) M(A-r) for p + N -* (A + K+
events, shaded - soft photon cut [4]
bat in the E°(1102) and A(1520) regions (soft photon cut)

+ r>7) + W, A - t p + f ,
+ 7) + N- unshaded - all
c) and d). the same as b)

Figure 2- M(£°if+) in the diffractive reaction p + N -+ [E°if+] + N (with

soft photon cut): a) all />f- b) all P%, c) ¥% < 0 75 GeVa,

P K + < 25 GeV, d) P\ < 0 01 GeV2, /»*« < 25 GeV;
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Radiative decay of A(1520) —> A+7 is observed in a new statistics.
There is also a hope that we can see the decay A(1520) —> E° +
7. The data about these decays can be very important for the
investigation of the~mechanisms of the SU(3) symmetry breaking
(see [5] for a review).

Conclusions
In the experiments with "old" SPHINX we investigated the reac-
tion p + N —v [E0A"+] + N and observed the new baryon state
X(2000) —> \T?K+] with anomalous dynamical properties. This
X(2000) state is a serious candidate for pentaquark baryon with
hidden strangeness \uudss).
In the new runs with completely upgraded SPHINX facility (prac-
tically new setup) a large statistics for many proton induced re-
actions was obtained. First preliminary results for the reaction
p + N —>• [X̂ A""1"] + N based on a new statistics are in a good
agreement with our previous data and strongly supports the exis-
tence of X(2000) state.
Radiative decay of A(1520) —> A+7 is observed in a new statistics.
We have a large program for further analysis of a new statistics
and first of all for quantitative data on several interesting objects
which were indicated in our old measurements.
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